# Suggested for Teens:
## Realistic Fiction

### Being Different
- Anderson: *Speak*
- Bloor: *Tangerine*
- Flake: *The Skin I’m In*
- Haddon: *Curious Incident of the Dog in the Night-time*
- Schmidt: *The Wednesday Wars*
- Spinelli: *Stargirl*
- St. James: *Freak Show*
- Zephaniah: *Face*
- Carvell: *Who Will Tell My Brother*
- Colfer: *Struck By Lightning*
- Curtis: *Prep*
- Grimes: *Bronx Masquerade*
- Marchetta: *Saving Francesca*
- Myers: *Bad Boy: A Memoir*
- Portman: *King Dork*
- Reinhardt: *How to Build a House*
- Whaley: *Where Things Come Back*

### Death and Drugs
- Crutcher: *Deadline*
- Douglas: *True Confessions of a Hollywood Starlet*
- Green: *The Fault In Our Stars*
- Hopkins: *Glass*
- Hopkins: *Impulse*
- Johnson: *A Certain October*
- Martinez: *Parrot in the Oven*
- Mayfield: *Drowning Anna*
- Saenz: *Last Night I Sang to the Monster*
- Sonnenblick: *Drums, Girls & Dangerous Pie*
- Vande Velde: *Remembering Raquel*
- Zalickas: *Smashed*
- Blume: *Forever*
- Cohn: *Gingerbread*
- Davidson: *Played*
- George: *The Difference Between Me and You*
- Johnson: *The First Part Last*
- Levithan: *Wide Awake*
- Limb: *Girl 15, Charming But Insane*
- Lockhart: *Fly on the Wall*
- Mackler: *Guyaholic: The Story of Finding, Flirting, Forgetting…and the Boy Who Changes Everything*
- McCafferty: *Sloppy Firsts*
- Rennison: *Angus, Thongs and Full-Frontal Snogging*
- Scott: *Bloom*
- Sones: *What My Girlfriend Doesn’t Know*
- Sones: *What My Mother Doesn’t Know*
- Zadoff: *Food, Girls, and Other Things I Can Not Have*

### Growing Up
- Anderson: *Twisted*
- Avi: *Nothing But the Truth*
- Bates: *Awkward*
- Bauer: *Squashed*